University of West Georgia – Faculty Super-Skills Series
November 12, 2014 Session Evaluation Results

Tobin: “Evaluating Online Teaching: Doing Well By Doing Good”

Attendance: 28  Respondents: 18

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitators demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your overall impression of this session.
   - **Helpful** insights not previously realized while plugging away at work. I learned *new* ideas, and I’ve been in e-learning for 15-plus years!! :)
   - Excellent—learned some great things that I will use.
   - Great presentation! The information is very helpful and indicative of the faculty, self, and peer evaluation.
   - Great session on “Evaluation of Online Teaching!!” Lots of ammo for me. :)
   - Great session! I’m actually a web applications developer with a recent interest in database science and analytics. My interest in this session relates to evaluation and survey design, so I’ll definitely work with distance staff to evaluate current practices.
   - I’ll be teaching a hybrid course next semester. I’ll need to give a lot of thought about the design of the course (which I will be given).
   - Strong!
   - Thank you for this session—fabulous job! Also, I plan to buy your future publication (book), as I believe it will help me with my online teaching.
   - Very important for improving my own teaching.
   - Very informative and engaging. The presenter was excellent at delivering the content.
   - Well done. :)